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Effect of Sm/Ba Substitution on the Jc in Magnetic
Field of SmBCO Thin Films by Low Temperature

Growth Technique
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Shigeru Horii, and Masashi Mukaida

Abstract—We have reported superconducting properties of
Sm1+xBa2 xCu3Oy (SmBCO; = 0 08) thin films prepared
by the low temperature growth technique (LTG). LTG process is
consisted of two steps as follows; a seed layer is deposited at 830 C
on MgO(100), and then upper layer is deposited at 740–780 C on
the seed layer. In order to investigate the effect of the fluctuations
Sm/Ba composition ratio in the SmBCO matrix, we deposited
upper layer with the Sm/Ba composition of = 0 0 12. The
SmBCO films with = 0 04 and 0.08 show critical current
density ( c) at 77 K of up to 5 106 A cm

2 under 0 T and
1 105 A cm

2 under 5 T for at 77 K, respectively.
The c of = 0 12 film dropped more sharply compared with
the cases of = 0 04 and 0.08 films. From the microstructure
analysis, it was found that the main phase of = 0 12 film was
Sm-rich (Sm1 1Ba1 9Cu3Oy) phase, while that of = 0 04
and 0.08 films was stoichiometry. We speculated that the low- c

of = 0 12 film in the magnetic fields was ascribed to the
low physical meters of c and irreversibility field of the Sm-rich
SmBCO main phase.

Index Terms—Critical current, low temperature growth, pinning
center, SmBa2Cu3O , thin film.

I. INTRODUCTION

APPLICATION of high temperature superconductor (HTS)
thin films with a flexible tape shape to the supercon-

ducting magnets operated at 77 K in a fascinating trial [1], [2].
Practical applications of HTS require high critical current den-
sity under high magnetic field at 77 K. In order to realize,
the enhancement of irreversibility field and improvement
of flux pinning are strongly desired. We have reported high-

(SmBCO) thin films prepared by low
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temperature growth technique (LTG) [3]. LTG process is con-
sisted of two steps as follows; a seed layer is deposited at 830
on MgO(100), and then upper layer is deposited at 740–780
on the seed layer. LTG-SmBCO thin films are attractive for
its applications under high magnetic fields, compared with the
conventional method. We speculated that LTG-SmBCO thin
films were improved by introducing nanoscale fluctuations of
the Sm/Ba composition ratio and improvement of irreversibility
field. Recently, C. Cai et al. reported that stress fields induced
by lattice misfit in (Nd,Eu,Gd) thin film was related
to flux pinning [4]. J. L. Macmanus-Driscoll et al. reported
that in YBCO thin films was an effective flux pinning
Center (PC) [5]. Many reports have been presented on PC [6],
[7]. However, the most dominant PC in REBCO thin films is
still unclear. In this paper, in order to investigate the effect
of the fluctuations Sm/Ba composition ratio in the SmBCO
matrix, we deposited upper layer with the Sm/Ba composition
of . We report the transport and its field
dependence properties are quite improved in LTG-SmBCO thin
films.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Target Preparation

SmBCO targets were sintered by a standard solid-state reac-
tion method, starting from the mixture of , and
CuO powders. Appropriate amount was accurately weighed
and thoroughly mixed. The mixed powder was first sintered
at 700 . The reacted product was reground and pressed into
pellets. Sintering was carried out at 850, 900 and 920 , for
24 hour with repeated regrinding and repressing processes. In
this work, an amount of Sm/Ba substitution in target was
adjusted to 0–0.12.

B. Film Preparation and Characterization

The LTG-SmBCO thin films were prepared by usual pulsed
laser deposition technique on MgO (100) substrate using the
sintered targets. Deposition conditions are listed in Table I. Sub-
strates were heated by the radiation of the ceramic heater and the
substrate temperatures were checked with the pyrometer. The
crystal structure and in-plane alignment of the SmBCO films
were examined by X-ray diffraction and -scan using

- radiation, respectively. The surface of the films was im-
aged by an atomic force microscopy (AFM). The thickness of
the films was confirmed with the inductively coupled plasma
spectroscopy. The microstructure and the composition in the
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TABLE I
THE DEPOSITIONAL CONDITION OF THE RE123 THIN FILMS

Fig. 1. �! and �� as a function of x in SmBCO. In-plan orientations of the
films were evaluated by �-scan using the (100) plan of SmBCO. Crystallinity
of the films was characterized by using rocking curve (using a 005 peak).

LTG-SmBCO thin films were observed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) system. The resistivity and critical cur-
rent at various temperatures and magnetic fields were measured
with a Quantum Design PPMS system by standard four-probe
method in bridge geometry patterned by photolithography. Zero
dissipative resistance and critical current density were deter-
mined by an electrical field criterion of 1 .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Crystallinity and Orientation

LTG process is consisted of two steps as follows; a seed layer
is deposited at 830 on MgO(100), and then upper layer is de-
posited at 740–780 on the seed layer. In this study, the condi-
tions of seed layer with the Sm/Ba composition of was
fixed and the conditions of upper layer with the Sm/Ba compo-
sition are changed from 0 to 0.12. Fig. 1 shows and as
a function of in SmBCO. Here, and mean Full Width
Half Maximum of X-ray -scan and -scan measured for out
of plane and in-plane textures. All LTG-SmBCO thin films of
each composition showed the complete -axis orientation and
cube-on-cube textured on MgO. The value of and hardly
change with . These facts imply that the LTG-SmBCO thin
films have excellent crystallinity. We believe the high crystalline

Fig. 2. Field dependence of J at 77 K in the LTG-SmBCO thin films with
various Sm/Ba compositions. Magnetic fields were applied perpendicular to the
film surface.

quality of the LTG-SmBCO film is the result of the homo-epi-
taxial growth on the seed layers.

B. Critical Current Density and Its Field Dependence

Fig. 2 shows the field dependence of for at 77 K in
the LTG-SmBCO thin films with various Sm/Ba composition.
The - curve at 4.2 K in the NbTi wire is also added for com-
parison [8]. LTG-SmBCO thin films with showed the
highest zero-field and field-dependent
value, which reaches for 5 T of at 77 K.
This value is ten times higher than that in the typical YBCO
films and is almost equal to that in NbTi for 5 T at 4.2 K. Within
our knowledge, this is the record for in the HTS materials
reported so far under the same temperature and magnetic field
conditions. LTG-SmBCO thin films with also shows

for 5 T of at 77 K, while, the of
film dropped more sharply compared with the cases

of and films. We speculated that their behaviors
of the field-dependent values depended on the difference of
the PC and .

Next, which is one of the factors affecting the field-de-
pendent values is discussed. Fig. 3 shows for in the
LTG-SmBCO thin films with various Sm/Ba compositions as a
function of temperature. LTG-SmBCO thin films with
and show and at
77 K, and at 77 K, respectively.
While, and in the LTG-SmBCO thin film with
is markedly lower than and 0.08 films. From these
results, we found that correlated with , moreover, that
field dependence of correlated with both and . The
temperature dependence of for all samples studied is well
described by a power low, [9]. We have also re-
ported the exponent [10]. and in the LTG-SmBCO thin
films with various Sm/Ba compositions are listed in Table II.
The value of for YBCO thin films is also listed in Table [11].
It is found that and have correlation. We notice in-
creases with decreasing . The exponent for LTG-SmBCO
thin films is smaller than the typical value of 1.5 in YBCO thin
film. Moreover, we found that the exponent of LTG-SmBCO
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Fig. 3. B for B==c in the LTG-SmBCO thin films with various Sm/Ba
composition as a function of temperature.

TABLE II
B AND n IN THE LTG-SmBCO FILMS WITH VARIAS Sm/Ba COMPOSITIONS

thin films was affected by upper layer with various , the Sm/Ba
compositions. The exponents of LTG-SmBCO thin films with

and are the smallest. K. Kishio et al. re-
ported that increases with decreasing anisotropy parameter
[12]. Since the exponent is containing anisotropy parameter,
it is desired for to be small.

C. Microstructure and Composition

PC which affect the field-dependence of are discussed
in the following. Many candidates of PC in
thin films are considered such as linear defect including screw
dislocations and edge dislocations, small tilt grain boundaries
(GB), oxygen vacancies, twin boundaries, phase boundaries
(PB), RE/Ba solid solution phase, precipitate, etc Then, we
measured the magnetic field angular dependence of at 77 K
for the LTG-SmBCO thin films with , in order to
investigate the PC configuration. Fig. 4 shows - - curves
at 1 T for PLD-SmBCO and LTG-SmBCO films.
As seen from Fig. 4, the LTG-SmBCO exhibits less variation in

with changing compared with the PLD-SmBCO. It can be
inferred the LTG-SmBCO thin films contains three dimensional
(3D) PC.

Here, cross-sectional TEM was performed in order to investi-
gate 3D PC. Fig. 5 shows the low-magnitude and the high-mag-
nitude image of the -axis oriented the LTG-SmBCO thin films
with on MgO substrate. In these figures, dark lines
correspond to plane and indicate fully -axis oriented tex-
ture in both of the seed layer and the upper layer (Figs. 5(b) and
(c)). However, precipitates are occasionally observed. Precipi-
tates embedded in the upper layer (the inclusions were enclosed

Fig. 4. The magnetic field angular dependence of J at 77 K, 1 T for the
LTG-SmBCO and PLD-SmBCO.

Fig. 5. (a) Low-magnitude cross-sectional TEM image of the c-axis oriented
LTG-SmBCO thin films with x = 0:08 on MgO substrate. (b) High
magnification image of upper layer. (c) High resolution image of seed layer.

Fig. 6. (a) High magnification image of small tilt GB marked by black
arrows in (d). (b) High resolution image of PB marked by white arrows in (d).
(c) Diffraction pattern of precipitate enclosed with the circle. (d) Low-magnified
cross-section TEM image of c-axis oriented the LTG-SmBCO thin films with
x = 0:08 on MgO substrate.

with the circle in Fig. 6(d)). From electron diffraction image
(Fig. 6(c)), we found that this precipitates were . The epi-
taxial relation between the precipitates and the matrix is

.
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Fig. 7. Cross-section TEM image and composition analysis of LTG-SmBCO
thin films with x = 0:08.

We speculated that were affected by the deposition
condition of the LTG-SmBCO thin film [13]. As seen from
Fig. 6(d), -aligned, small tilt GB and PB of spacing 100 nm
are present above precipitates. Small tilt GB and PB
are indicated by black arrows and white arrows, respectively
(Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b)). We argued that the origin of small
tilt GB and PB in the matrix is related to formation of
because of a lattice misfit between and matrix. On the
basis of the film and precipitates lattice parameter of 3.9
and 4.27 , respectively, the level of strain is around 9.06%.
Although small tilt GB and PB may act as PC, these have
anisotropy and neither size nor density is consistent with the
results. From the result of magnetic field angular dependence
of at 77 K for the LTG-SmBCO thin films with ,
small tilt GB and PB do not work well as PC.

Next, in order to investigate candidates of PC in the LTG-
SmBCO thin films, the fluctuation of composition was observed
by TEM-EDX. Fig. 7 shows the cross-sectional TEM image and
composition analysis of LTG-SmBCO thin films with .
Measurement was performed by the spacing of 20 nm from sub-
strate to surface. In this plot, the horizontal axis represents an
amount of Sm/Ba substitution , and the vertical axis represents
the depth. From this result, the in seed layer stays flat. While,
the in upper layer fluctuated between 0 to 0.25. Furthermore,
it is considered that Sm-rich phase with the size of 50 nm dis-
persed with the spacing of 100 nm along the -axis direction.
Although a figure is not shown here, Sm-rich phase is also dis-
persed with the spacing of 100 nm also in the direction of

, axes [14]. We found that these spacing were smaller than
those of PLD films [15]. This implies that nano-sized low-
(Sm-rich) phase exists within the main phase with stoichiom-
etry, i.e., high- matrix. These low- phase playing as 3D
PC are consistent with the magnetic field angular dependence
of at 77 K in the LTG-SmBCO thin films with .
So far, we discussed the candidates of PC in the LTG-SmBCO
thin films, and suggested that low- phases of nanosize existed
within high- phase probably contributed to flux pinning in
collective behavior, leading to increase of and .

IV. CONCLUSION

We have fabricated LTG-SmBCO thin films with
. The greatest at 77 K was obtained by LTG process.

It reached for 5 T of at 77 K, which
was almost equal to that in NbTi for 5 T at 4.2 K. The magnetic
field angular dependence of value and composition analysis
show that the improvement in might result from extra flux
pinning due to nano-scaled low- phase appeared as are result
of low temperature growth technique existing within the high
matrix. We speculated that behaviors of the field-dependent
values for each composition depended on of
main phase and density (or size) of Sm-rich phase.
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